
VITAL CITIES & VITAL CITIZENS

“The Erasmus Research Centre ERMeCC is an internationally leading centre that seeks to 
understand and qualify the role of media and creative industries for cities and regions 
worldwide as drivers of economic, social and cultural innovation, and as key agents in 
cultural consumption and tourism.”
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Against the background of wider 

technological, economic, socio-cultural and 

political developments, the media and cultural 

industries have been changing significantly 

in recent decades. Erasmus University 

has established a vibrant research centre, 

ERMeCC, led by Professor Susanne Janssen, 

to conduct research at the crossroads 

of media and culture, communication 

technology, business, and social change. 

Research at ERMeCC is empirical, 

international, and interdisciplinary, informed 

by work in various fields, in particular media 

and communication sciences, the sociology 

of arts and culture, and cultural economics. 

Today’s digital and globalised world 

provides a focus for this research, which 

considers a variety of media and cultural 

forms, ranging from the printed to the digital, 

from popular to high arts, from multinational 

to local producers, and from mainstream 

to alternative media and cultures. 

The media and cultural industries 

have become major economic growth 

sectors, a transformation characterised 

by some as the rise of the creative class. 

The research at Erasmus seeks to 

understand and qualify the role of media 

and creative industries in cities and 

regions worldwide as drivers of economic, 

social and cultural innovation, and as key 



Results & next steps

• The ERMeCC Digital Research Lab facilitates the use of innovative digital research 

  methods by ERMECC researchers. The lab has been established as part of the 

 EUR Research Excellence Initiative (REI) project Transformations in the Production 

 and Consumption of Media and Culture.        

• The rise of digital media has induced innovative new business models as well as the 

 need for companies and other organisations to rethink and adapt their business models 

 and communication strategies. Exemplary sectors of the creative and media 

 industries that arestudied at ERMeCC are the music industry, the publishing 

 industry, the fashion industry, news and journalism, the visual arts, and the 

 cultural heritage sector.       

• Research on media and business examines the multiple ways in which digital and 

 interactive media are pervading the field of international business, calling for increased 

 attention to issues of reputation, responsibility, sustainability and consumer behaviour.  

• Issues of cultural identity, social cohesion and citizenship challenge the notion of an  

 interconnected global society in which we all partake through interactive digital media. 

  Studies by the Digital Research Lab into digital literacy, media education and online 

  media uses on the one hand and privacy and surveillance on the other, aim to  further 

 understanding of participation, social inclusiveness, and safety in a “mediatised” society.   

• The cultural diversity and economic vibrancy of cities, together with the presence of  

 research organisations, universities, cultural institutions, funding and support organisations 

 provide a vital ecosystem for start-ups as well as innovative incumbents in the media 

 and creative industries. ERMeCC research seeks to identify  factors that allow 

 creative clusters in cities to be breeding grounds for innovation: What sorts of 

 mechanisms allow creative individuals to best profit from and sustain their 

 creativity and innovation and what enables spaces and people – the intermediaries 

 – that build the infrastructure underpinning especially innovative places?  

• Production and consumption practices in media and culture have changed dramatically 

 due to social transformations, technological developments, and increased market 

 competition. In a more competitive environment, consumer-oriented strategies have 

 put pressure on traditional hierarchical systems for the production of culture and media 

 content. More individualised and omnivorous (combining the ‘highbrow’ and the 

 ‘popular’) consumption patterns emerge. Media are becoming spaces for moral 

 engagement, ritual behaviour and learning. 
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agents in cultural consumption and tourism. 

The changing logics of the media and cultural 

industries and their transformative potential 

are studied in relation to wider societal 

developments, notably the pervasiveness 

of digital interactive communication 

technologies, the shifting relationships 

between the global, the national and the 

local, increased cultural diversity, and 

pressing issues of social inclusiveness, 

participation and privacy.  
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Impact

Media, cultural and creative industries are of vital importance for cities - culturally, socially 

and economically. These industries are contributing to the regeneration of neighbourhoods 

and the revitalisation of urban areas, tapping into the potential of new forms of consumption 

and production. Furthermore, they offer important opportunities for social and economic 

innovation, spill-overs and entrepreneurship. The urban cultural economy has become an 

essential asset for urban development, and the attractiveness of cities for businesses, residents 

and visitors alike. Globalisation is fuelling transnational networks of cultural production and 

consumption, in which both cities and digital platforms serve as nodes and hubs, connecting 

and transforming local, regional and national identities and practices, and linking organisations, 

creative workers, consumers and citizens to international developments and resources.    
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*These are the current senior board members of ERMeCC.  ERMeCC is home to more than 30 researchers and 

over 25 PhD students. http://www.eshcc.eur.nl/ermecc/

 


